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1 .  Introduction 
The starting point for this paper is the treatment of Acehnese as a Chamic language by 

Thurgood ( 1 999) (henceforth 'Thurgood').  While many scholars (e.g. Niemann 1 89 1 ,  
Cowan 1 933,  1 948, 1 974, 198 1 ,  Shorto 1 975, 1 977, Collins 1969, 1975, Blust 198 1 ,  Durie 
1 990 and others) have noted that, although widely separated geographically (Aceh in 

northern Sumatra and Champa centred in Vietnam), Acehnese and Chamic form a genetic 
SUb-grouping. Thurgood is explcit in treating Acehnese as a descendent of Proto-Chamic 
(PC), specifically as the fIrst dialect to separate from a more or less united Chamic speech 
community, sometime late in the 1 st millennium CEo However, scholarly views on the 
precise nature of the Aceh-Chamic relationship vary, with no clear consensus on the likely 
date of separation of the Aceh-Chamic speech community. 

Thurgood' s monograph length study has revealed the extent to which Chamic was 
relexifIed by borrowings, particularly from Mon-Khmer, from ancient through to modem 
times. Earlier studies, such as Headley ( 1976), had suggested that around 1 0% of the 
reconstructable Proto-Chamic vocabulary was borrowed from Mon-Khmer (MK), while 

Thurgood's  work indicates that the real proportion is perhaps more than three times that, 
with around 40% of the Proto-Chamic basic lexicon replaced by borrowings of one source 
or another. Yet for many of these borrowings it is diffIcult to clearly identify a specifIc 
source, not withstanding their frequent co-occurrence in neighbouring Bahnaric languages. 
My comparative and distributional analyses indicate that the mass of lexicon shared 
between Chamic and Bahnaric (and to some extent Katuic), is almost entirely borrowed 
from Chamic into Bahnaric, which implies that they formed a language area at a somewhat 
later phase, rather than from the outset of Chamic settlement. 

My hypothesis, presented in this paper, is that Chamic and to a lessor extent 
Acehnese, preserves a "substratumised" branch of Mon-Khmer2 that is otherwise 
unattested and now extinct-presumably the result of a language shift. The substantial 
body of borrowed lexicon reconstructable to Proto-Chamic (according to Thurgood) is 
very difficult to etymologise, and it is clear that there is a very old stratum that has no 
source in any known languages. A much �maller proportion of this stratum is shared with 

I There are many people who have assisted me with advice and support as I have researched the 
history of MK-AN language contact. In particular I would like to thank the Max Planck Institute 
(Leipzig) and the Australian Research Council for fmancial support, and the Australian National 
University for providing me with an office and some administrative and fmancial assistance, not 
to mention a suppOltive academic environment. I would also like to thank Anthony Grant, 
Graham Thurgood and Malcolm Ross for their comments on drafts of this paper. 

2 Please forgive the echos of the late Paul Benedit's ( 1976) imaginative hypothesis for explaining 
certain lexical aspects of his "Austro-Thai" hypothesis. 
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Acebnese, so logically the separation of Aceh-Chamic occurred sometime during the 
substratumisation process. The pre-Acehnese must have moved away from the zone of 
language contact, in constrast to Dyan's (200 1 )  that Aceh-Chamic orignated in Sumatra 
with the Proto-Chams moving on to Indo-China. Clearly Aceh-Chamic originated with 
initial settlement on the Indo-Chinese coastline, followed by the splintering off of the 
Acebnese. 

Well after the separation of Acehnese there were other phases of significant MK 
influence upon Chamic, principally by Khmer, Mon and Vietnamese. Probably much of it 
was associated with historical events that led to the decline of Champa and the 
differentiation of Chamic into Coastal and Highland branches. The earliest and later 
contact phases must have been quite separate, as we fmd no identifiable traces of the oldest 
loan stratum exist elsewhere beyond mainland Chamic and the Mon-Khmer languages of 
the Annamite Range that came under strong Chamic influence. 

We may speculate that some great historical event, perhaps a great political 
conquest, saw a foreign population absorbed completely into the nascent Champa, leaving 
no direct ancestor elsewhere in Indo-China. Alternatively the substratum may simply have 
been the language of the autochrones of the Indo-Chinese coastal plains that were first 
encountered, and then absorbed, by pre-Aceh-Chamic settlers. My favoured speculation is 
that we might connect the more obscure lexical stratum in Chamic with the mysterious 
kingdom of Funan, an ally of early Champa that was ovetaken by the pre-Angkorian 
Khmer Chenla (Zhenla) around the middle of the first millennium. I dare not pretend to 
have positively identified the "language of Funan"-presumably the name refers only to 
the political centre that ruled over an ethnically complex region-but one can claim at least 
to have identified a specific line of investigation. 

Finally, from a programmatic perspective, I suggest that it is appropriate to build 
upon the solid foundation of Thurgood's data and analyses by drawing in more extensive 
sources, especially Mon-Khmer, to rework the reconstruction of the respective phonologies 
and lexicons of Proto-Aceh-Chamic and Proto-Chamic. A more extensive etymological 
compilation and stratification of the lexicon offers prospects for revealing the history 
underlying the remarkable contact-driven change which occurred in the Aceh-Chamic 
languages. It is also significant that, if as I suggest, the Acebnese have constituted an 
independent society for the better part of 2000 years, there will be historical implications 
for migration and settlement that other disciplines may be able to shed some light upon. 

2. Malayo-Chamic 
Thurgood approvingly cites Blust ( 1 994) identifying a Malayo-Chamic (MC) subgrouping 
within Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (pMP), which split into Malayic and Chamic branches 
(see Fig. 1 ,  below) sometime in the first Millenium BCE. 
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Three principal sound changes that mark the formation of Proto-Malayo-Chamic 
(PMC) are discussed: 1 )  PMP * R > PMC * r, 2) PMP *w- > PMC *0-, 3) PMP * q > PMC 
* h: 

1 )  PMP *R > PMC * r, e.g.: 
PMP *Rusuk 'ribs' ,  Malay rusuk, Aceh. ruso?, PC *rllsllk 
PMP * daRaq 'blood', Malay darah, Aceh. darah, PC * darah 

2) PMP * q > PMC * h, e.g.: 
PMP * qataj ' liver' ,  Malay hati, Aceh. ?ate, PC *hataj 
PMP * daqih 'forehead', Malay dahl; Aceh. dh:J;}, PC * ?adhfj 
PMP * baseq 'wet' ,  Malay basah, Aceh. basah, PC * basah 

3) PMP *w- > PMC *0-, e.g.: 
PMP *waRiH 'sun/day', Malay han; Aceh. ?1Ir:J;}, PC * hurc/ 
PMP * wakaR 'root', Malay akar, Aceh. ?lIkhlU;}, PC * ?ughaar 
PMP * wahlR 'water', Malay air, ayer, Aceh. ?i;}, PC * ?iar 

In the case of word initial PMP * q the Acehense reflex is I? / which requires a sequence * q 
> * h > * ?  This initial glottal stop is not usually written in transcription, as it is 
predictable, a phonotactic artifact. This is also the occasional reflex in Malay, e.g. abu 
' ashes' < PMP * qabu. 
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The loss of initial *w- is interesting as there appears to be a trace of it in the labial 
quality in the Aceh-Chamic minor-syllable3 vowel, which shifted to lui. At this point I 
caution the reader that I am approaching the topic of Austronesian historical phonology as 
an outsider, but it seems logical to me that the syllable *wa- must have been present at the 
PMC level, since a simple * a would not have unconditionally shifted to [u] in Aceh
Chamic, any more than a secondary *u would have unconditionally shifted back to [a] in 

Malayic. In the case of PMP * waJl1R 'water' an earlier regular loss of * h resulted in a 
change of syllable structure that eliminated the minor-syllable, creating a diphthong, so 

there was no eligible vowel to labialise (note that Aceh-Chamic metathesised the resultant 

diphthong). Strikingly the 'sun/day' etymon shows special evidence of connection with 
Malayic-sharing the otherwise uniquely Malayic addition of an initial [h] . If it was a 

simple loan from Malay(ic) we would not expect the [u] vowel, so we are left to suggest 
some kind of contamination was caused by a knowledge of Malay(ic) among Aceh
Chamic speakers. 

The above changes are not uniquely restricted to MC among MP: * q > [h] also 
occurred in Balinese, Javanese, Sundanese and Batak, and the merger of * R and *r and the 
loss of *w also occurred in Batak and Balinese. In these circumstances B lust 's  

phonological arguments for MC also suggest that parallel changes elsewhere in  MP were 
independent, and we may wonder why their occurrence in Malayic and Aceh-Chamic is 
not similarly coincidental, particularly in the light of the necessarily independent 
development of Aceh-Chamic * ?u- < * wa-. 

To the phonological data we can add the innovations among the numerals. 
Thurgood (p36-39) provides a detailed discussion of these, showing how Malayic and 
Aceh-Chamic replaced the PMP forms for ' seven', 'eight' and 'nine' with new words, the 
latter two based upon subtractive formulations. Thurgood concedes that the innovated 
'eight' and 'nine' forms also occur in Maloh and Rejang, although Blust ( 1 992) cautions 
that this "may be due to borrowing". One may also wonder whether the ancient Aceh
Chamic also acquired the new numeral forms by borrowing from Malayic. 

My brief review of the Malayo-Chamic hypothesis leaves me with the strong 
impression that it does not demonstrate a very neat process of separation and branching 
such as we might like to see in a phylogentic model-instead it suggests a much messier 
(yet perhaps more realistic) dialect chain that saw prolonged contact and mutual 
influences, as sub-groupings emerged and population movements occurred. This is quite a 
normal thing in the real world, but we are still at a loss to understand the specific historical 
consequences this may have had for the place of Aceh-Chamic vis-a-vis Malayic, and the 
version of Malayo-Chamic I am relying upon in this paper. For now I do not wish to argue 
for any particular alternative to Blust' s  MC, as I am concerned with the Aceh-Chamic 
hypothesis in particular, but it is clear that the issue deserves further examination. 

3 The term 'minor-syllable' is used by Mon-Khmerists to designate the initial syllable within the 
typically MK phonological word pattern that maximally permits only iambic structures, with 
strong restrictions on which segments may occur in the initial syllable. 
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3 .  Aceh-Chamic 
3.1 Phonological Innovations 

We now tum to the issue of the relationship of Acehnese to Chamic. Restricting matters to 

the etymologically Austronesian material, Thurgood states that in Chamic and Acehnese 
the following changes occurred: 

1 )  PMP * n- > *1; 
2) PMP *-r> *0; 
3 )  PMP *-l� * - u >  *-tj, *-aw, and later to [-:)<l, -£<l] in Acehnese; 
4) PMP stressed * a, * e (<l) > *aa, * a  
5 )  Unstressed PMP initial syllables are reduced to clusters according to the same 

underlying patterning; 

6) Imploded stops developed in some PMP etyma, reflected as 171 in Acehnese; 

We will now discuss each of these in detail. 

1 )  PMP * n- > *1. Two examples showing 11/ in Acehnese are adduced: PMP * h-in-ipi 'to 

dream' > Malay mimpl; Aceh. lumpa;}, PC * lumpe}; PMP * nipis 'thin' > Malay nipis, 
Aceh. lipeh, PC * lipIJJ. B lust (2000) challenges both of these comparisons. In the first it is 
not clear that etymological * n- is the source of /1/, it is at least as likely the source of the 
nasal in the [mp] cluster, which case the /11 is unexplained. The shift of *n- > *1 in the 

'thin' etymon is phonologically straightforward, although it may have been borrowed into 
Acehnese from MoklenIMoken (if not Chamic), which also shifted PMP * n- > *1, cf. 

MoklenLmp /ipih 'thin (things) ' ,  MoklenKY /ipuj 'to dream' . Other apparent loans from 

MoklenIMoken are discussed below. An important counter example to this proposed sound 

change exists in the etymon for 'coconut' : PMP * niuR > Malay nyiur, Aceh. bah 'lu, PC 
* l;}'lu, where Acehnese and Chamic share the same loss of final and blocking of 
diphthongisation, but Acehnese has lost the initial lateral, rather than shifting it to In! (or 
potentially to [d] if we accept the arguments concerning implosives, see below). There are 
at least two examples of this change which lack Acehnese forms: PC * ianah 'pus' < PMP 

* nanaq, PC * lase} ' rice (cooked)' cf. Malay nasi The limited comparisons we have seem 
to establish the general rule of PMP * n- > *1 in Chamic, but we have only one reasonable 

example in Acehnese, and it is far from clear how it acquired the form, so it may be 
actually be a post-Aceh-Chamic change. 

2) PMP *-r > *0; this is a change that has occurred among other Mainland SEAsian 
languages, perhaps most importantly in Khmer (although other changes are also common, 
e.g. : I-rl merged with I-n! in ThailLao and with I-ji in Vietnamese). In Aceh-Chamic the 
loss must have occurred after the diphthongisation of open syllable * u had ceased to 

operate, i.e.: PMP * jkuR 'tail' > Malay ekor, Aceh. 'llku, PC * 'lJkll. Thurgood seems to 
be a little confused about the reconstruction of this final *-r, positing it in some proto
forms but not others, e.g. it is absent in his PC * ?lkll 'tail' ,  but it is present in his * 'llilar 
'snake' . The change is common to both Acehnese and Chamic, so it properly belongs to 

the Proto-Aceh-Chamic level if it is not an independent change, although it must have 
occurred later, rather than earlier, in their unity. 
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3) PMP *-J� * -u  > *-tj, *-aw, and later to [-:J�, -E;)] in Acehnese. E.g.: PMP * belj 'buy' > 
Malay beil; Aceh. bb:l, PC * blej; PMP * balu 'widowed' > Malay balu, Aceh. baic:l, PC 
* bahw. Thurgood reconstructs the Acehnese /:J;), E;)I deriving from PC * eJ� * aw 
(respectively) by dissimilation of vocalic onsets followed by neutralisation of final glides. 
This is a significant change that did not occur in Malayic, although it did occur in some 
other MP languages, in particular MoklenIMoken. Thurgood (p.58-59) takes pains to point 
out that the outcome of the diphthongisation in MoklenIMoken is different to Chamic, and 
therefore he considers it to be unrelated. However, Larish ( 1 999:395-402) discusses the 
reconstruction of the diphthongisation in MoklenIMoken in considerable detail, arguing for 
precisely the same initial path of development as Thurgood posits for Chamic, namely a 
sequence: PMP *-J� * -u  > *-.0; *-uJ! > *-t;,J; *-:JJ!, subsequently followed by dissimilations 
and mergers that ultimately yielded -aj - -;;,j and - uj in MoklenIMoken. The parallelism is  
remarkable, especially given the fact that Aceh-Chamic and MoklenIMoken do not sub
group genetically. What they have in common is their geographical location on the Asian 
Mainland, with the influence (to a greater or lesser extent) of Mon-Khmer languages (and 
others). Thus, while this kind of diphthongisation is otherwise rare or unknown in MP 
languages, it is common in MK, Cf. Khmer d;;,j 'hand' < * tji4 Perhaps, given their 
apparent geographical separation, it was simply that under mainland influence the shift to 
fixed final stress set these processes on track, following parallel paths for reasons that are 
closed tied to universal phonetic processes. In that case Thurgood is COlTect to conclude 
that the diphthongisation in MoklenIMoken is genetically unrelated to that in Chamic, but 
the same argumentation works against the conclusion that Acehnese and Chamic must 
have derived these diphthongs together as one proto-language. The strongest evidence that 
they likely did is in the reflexes of words with final *ur rhymes. As discussed above, the 
common loss of fmal * -r must have occurred after the diphthongisation process had ceased 
to be productive, and therefore occurred before the separation of Aceh-Chamic, assuming 
that the loss was not itself also independent. 

4) PMP * a, * e (;)) >* aa, * a in Aceh-Chamic, with later diphthongisation of * aa to IUl�1 in 
Acehnese closed syllables. E.g. : PMP *qudal) ' shrimp' > Malay hudangludang, Aceh. 
?udw:ll), PC * hudaal); PMP * halem 'night' > Malay malam, Aceh. malam, PC 
* malam. The same shift occurred in MoklemIMoken (Larish 1999), and the lowering of 
PMP * e (�) > Ia! was the normal result in most Malayic dialects (Adelaar 1 992). Much ink 
has been spilled discussing the issue of the long laa! in Acehnese and Chamic. Writers 
such as Shorto ( 1 975) and Cowan ( 1 983) saw in it evidence of a much older, perhaps 
ProtoAN length distinction, an idea that has not survived closer examination. Clearly we 
are seeing an areal drift, again connected to some extent with the shift to final stress, and 
reinforced by contact with languages that already have length as an important component 
of their phonologies. It is apparent that the lengthening of PMP * a > * aa must have 
completed before PMP * e (;)) > * a to have prevented their merger. This clearly places 
these shifts before the separation of Aceh-Chamic, and we should probably treat them as a 
common inheritance in Aceh-Chamic. 

4 Note that this example of diphthongisation in Khmer is not related any devoicing of the initial 
consonant and is unrelated to the Middle Khmer register split. 
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5) Thurgood reconstructs PC word-initial consonant clusters of the types Cr/Cl/Ch, some 
of which are derived from reduction of initial syllables of AN disyllabic words, while 
others occur in borrowed vocabulary-Thurgood refers to them as "primary clusters". The 
former are attested as clusters in Acehnese and all Chamic languages, so their formation 
belongs to the earliest stage of the proto-language. Not all AN disyllables with medials 
/r,l,hI reduced to clusters in this process: compare PMP * beli 'buy' > Malay beiI; Aceh. 
bla:J, PC * blc} with PMP * balu 'widowed' > Malay balu, Aceh. baJc:J, PC * balaw. 
Thurgood does not offer an explanation of the distribution of reduced and non-reduced 
forms-although the presence of unstressed schwas in the first syllable of many of the 
relevant forms at the PMP level suggests a phonetic rule which is yet to be formulated. The 
point is that Acehnese and Chamic agree exceptionlessly in terms of the etyma that do and 
do not show the reduction to clusters. So although this kind of change is widespread in 
Mainland SE Asia, including within MP (including spoken Malay, not withstanding Malay 
authography\ the distribution across a specific restricted set of etyma strongly indicates 
an equivalent of a "Werner's Law" for Aceh-Charnic. 

6) In at least two AN etyma imploded stops developed in Charnic, with /?I reflexes in 
Acehnese, e.g. PMP * buhuk 'hair', Proto-Malayic * bu0(u:J)k « PAN * buS6k), Aceh. 
?o?, PC * 6uk; PMP * nahik 'climb'> (proto-Malayic * na0ik ?) Malay nalk, Aceh . .?e?, 
PC * ai?, and rather speculatively PMP * hideRaq ' lie down' > Aceh. .?eh, PC * dih 
(although Thurgood suggests MK origins). All three are rather problematic. F irstly, there 
are counter examples to the regularity of the ' hair' etymology in the reflexes of PMP 
* bahu 'stench' > Malay bau, Aceh. bc:J, PC * baw, PMP * bahut 'do' > Malay buat, 
Aceh. bU:Jt, PC * buat, indicating that AN medial * -h- is exceptionally, rather than 
regularly, reflected as *- .?- in Malayo-Chamic. Although the received view (since Lee 
1966) is that PC *6uk reflects a sporadic fusion of fbi and I'll, by implication it also 
requires the sporadic persistence of * - .?- in Malayo-Chamic. 

Thurgood compares PC * dI.? 'climb' to Bahnar d:Jk ' go up 
, 

(citing Cabaton 1 90 1 ,  
note that Banker et. al. 1979 gives the form as dak). One can also compare to Proto-Katuic 
(Sidwell 2005) * dik 'lift up, raise', although these may not be helpful-the Katuic and 
Bahnaric suggest a prototype * dak, which simply does not correspond to the Chamic form. 
On the other hand there no problem deriving Acehnese .?e.? from PMP * nahlk in the light 
of examples such as PMP * niuR > Malay nyor, Aceh. bah .?u, PC * 1:J.?u. The problem is 
how to account for the implosive initial in Chamic, and similarly the received view is a 
sporadic fusion of In! and /?/. 

We do not have an obvious AN etymology for Aceh . .?eh, PC * dIh ' lie down' ,  
although they could reflect a radical simplification of the trisyllabic PMP * hideRaq. I have 
yet to find a convincing mainland source-among MK languages Khasi thiah ' lie down, 
sleep' potentially corresponds, but the geographical distance makes it a remote prospect, 
while Khmer dek, compared by Cowan, is phonologically too different (and probably 
ultimately related to Khasi thiah). 

In addition to the above three sets with Acehnese reflexes, Thurgood reconstructs 
12 PC words with initial * 6 and 10 with initial * athat lack Acehnese reflexes-all 22 are 
borrowings, which must have been acquired after the separation of Acehnese. So we have 
three words in which Chamic implosives correspond to Acehnese /?I, but we don't know 

5 Drawn to my attention by David Gil in 2001 during a visit to the Max Planck Institute (Leipzig). 
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whether there was a shift of imploded stop to glottal stop in Acehnese, or a simple loss of 
initial syllable from a disyllabic PAC form. 

On balance there are several phonological developments that solidly belong to a 
phase of Aceh-Chamic unity-the formation of Primary Clusters, the diphthongisation 
fmal *-i and *-u and the lass of final *-r which followed the diphthongisations. To these 
phonological changes we can add the lexical innovations-borrowings-common to 
Acehnese and Chamic. 

3.2 Lexical Innovations 
In this section I discussus the data and results of two significant publications dealing with 
the sources of borrowings in Aceh-Chamic: Cowan ( 1 948) and Thurgood ( 1 999). 
Additionally I would have have liked to make use of Collins' ( 1 975) PhD thesis on the 
sources of Acehnese vocabulary, but access to that work is restricted6. 

Cowan' s  1 948 paper made a fundamental contribution to discussion of the 
classifiation and history of Acehense half a century before Thurgood's recent synthesis 
appeared. Cowan discuses at length the position of Cham and Acehnese in respect of 
Austronesian, adducing many lexical comparisons with Malay. He groups Cham and 
Acehnese genetically on the basis of parallels in the phonology, morphology, lexicon and 
syntax, and interestingly contrasts them in respect of the use of pronouns and the "passive" 
voice (see Durie 1 98 5  for a detailed analysis of Acehnese argument structure). 
Significantly for our present purposes, Cowan presents a list of 1 50 comparsions with 
mostly Mon and Khmer: of these I count 43 that can be confidently identified as MK loans 
into Acehnese, and perhaps another 60 into Aceh-Chamic, while the balance are put aside 
as either defective comparisons, misidentified Austronesian or other loans, imitative forms, 
or loans into M K  languages from Chamic. A summary of Cowan's numbered examples 
thus excluded is at the end of Appendix 1 .  Of Cowan's MK loans into Aceh-Chamic, I 
count 1 7  sets not included in Thurgood' s  published data-set, which suggests that he did 
take full advantage of Cowan' s  contribution. This might seem a modest number at first, but 
in fact the total number of Thurgood's putative MK borrowings with an Acehenese reflex 
is modest-only some dozens-and is fact is given considerable attention in the following 
analysis. 

Thurgood identifies some 277 Proto Chamic words of Mon-Khmer origin and 
another 1 79 of uncertain origin. One way or another we assume that the bulk of these are 
borrowings, although conceivably some are neologisms invented by Aceh-Chamic 
speakers. Dyen, in his 200 1 review of Thurgood, expressing considerable scepticism about 
the Aceh-Chamic hypothesis. He pointed out that if Acehnese is descended from PC, it 
should preserve a substantial proportion of the borrowings reconstructable to PC, yet he 
counted only 44 Acehnese reflexes among the hundreds of PC items of MK origins. 
Reasoning further that those words also having Malay reflexes could well have diffused 
from Malay, only "twenty-eight entries, perhaps better reduced to twenty-six, then appear 

6 Durie ( 1 975:3) reports Collins' conclusion that Acehenese "had contact with Old Mon, the Aslian 
languages of the Malay peninsula, and the languages of the Nicobar islands". In my own 
investigations so far I have found no palticular lexical or structw-al featw-es among the MK 
component in Acehnese that would identify an Aslian or Nicobaric sow-ceo I believe that this is 
consistent with the homeland of Aceh-Chamic being in Indo-China, and the reletively marginal 
impOltance of Aslian and Nicobaric in the trade networks of western Austronesia. 
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to constitute the basis of the hypothesis that Acehnese is a Chamic immigrant". I n  other 
words, only 1 0% of PC words of MK origin have Acehnese reflexes. 

This is a very significant discrepancy. If Acehnese is a descendant of PC, it should 
reflect PC vocabulary pretty well as much as any Chamic language (subject to 
extraordinary sociallhistorical factors). Furthermore, if Acehnese is the first branch of the 
Chamic family tree, the principal criteria for reconstructing a non-AN word to the PC level 
should be its attestation in at least Acehnese and one other Chamic language. Yet we have 
gross indications that Acehnese shares relatively few borrowings with the rest of Chamic, a 
fact that suggests that Acehnese separated before the bulk of borrowings into Chamic 
occurred. 

Reviewing Dyen's count it seems that he did not consider the complete corpus of 
data presented by Thurgood-but ignored the words classified as of uncertain origin. I 
have made my own count combining both indices and the results are summarised as 
fol lows: 

1 .  1 6  borrowings also reflected in Malay 
2. 7 words apparently borrowed separately into Acehnese and Chamic 
3 .  3 isoglosses with MoklenIMoken, origin and direction of borrowing uncertain 
4. 28 AC borrowings of MK origins 
5 .  1 2  A C  borrowings of unknown origins 

1 .) 
Semantic Aceh. P-Chamic Malay Comment 

'bean, pea' rwtw;}l *r;}taak (Iban retak) Cf. Khmer sandaek 

'bitter' phet *phit pahit < Skt. pitta 

'bowl, dish' pil)an *pil)an pmggan < Persian (> Bah.) 

'branch, fork' cabw;}l) * ca6aal) cabang >Aslian, Cf. Kh. pl]rmaaJ/ 

'broken, break' picah *picah peeah > Bah. 

'buffalo' kwbw;} *kabaw kerbaw > Bah. 

' cotton' gapw;}h *kapaas kapas < Skt. karpaasa 

' cow, ox' iW111:J * i;}111:J Je111bu Cf. Khmu imbol 

'eggplant' trU;}l) * tI:Jl) terung > Bah. 

'form, image' rupa *rupa rupa < Skt. rupa 

'g-grandchild' CAt *cicft cicit 

'gold' mwh, 111wih * la111a(a)s emas > Khmer, Bah. < ?  

' lizard, gecko' cieal *cica? cieak Cf. Mon h;}c£k (imitative) 

'net (casting)' ]W;} *]aai }Bia < Skt. )aia 

'pillow' banta) * bantai bantai 

'pineapple' b:Jh ?ancuh *manaas nanas < Portuguese 

Group 1 is an etymologically heterogenous set of borrowings that fal l  mostly into two 
main types, Indic words that probably began to be diffused by traders even before the 
Common Era, but particularly from the middle first millennium (as Indic scripts and other 

7 'forked stick' 
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cultural features were widely adopted), and MK words, some of which have clear 
etymologies, others identified on structural grounds that are inferred to be MK. A good 
example is Malay kerba w 'buffalo' -close matches are found in Bahnaric and Katuic, but 
the Khmer reflex is kr;)brj, which shows phonological differences that eliminate it as the 
source. The other bovid term, reflected in Khmu Imbo?, Bahnar I::Jmaa, Vietnamese bo, is 
drived from PMK * [ jba'l 'hump of ox' by Shorto (ms.) based on reflexes in Mon and 
Khmu. Speculatively the kerba w word could have originated from the same root, 
assuming borrowing from a hypothetical MK language having lost the final glottal and 
added the small animal velar prefix (not uncommon changes in EMK). 

Another interesting etymon is the 'gold' word. On the mainland it is restricted to 
languages historically in contact with Chamic, which suggests borrowing into MK, but that 
still leaves the question of its source in MP. An MK root *jaas 'to shine' is reconstructable 
on the basis of widely distributed reflexes, and a hypothetical derivation via the -m
agentive infix in pre-Mon (cf. Old Mon /j imaasl) could have subsequently diffused with 
the very sought after trade item. 

At this stage the main point I would like to make about these comparisons is that 
the borrowing of MK words into Malayic likely did not reflected a discrete historical 
process that might be localised in time or space. It is evident that the borrowings range 
from relatively recent Khmer, Mon and Vietic loans to very ancient times. Whatever the 
case Dyen is correct to set these aside from any discussion of Chamic SUb-grouping. 

Group 2 consists of words for which we have indications of independent borrowing 
of related or unrelated but similar forms: 

2.) 
Semantic Aceh. 

'flesh, meat' si;}, 'las;):J 

'fly (v.)' phA/pA 

'open (mouth)' hah 

'python' lhan, flan 

'strong, hard' kAl) 

'wash' rhah 

P-Chamic 

* 'lusar 

*p:Jr 

* 'laha 

*klan 

*khalJ 

*ra w  

'yawn' slllmllllJlllp * h:J'laap 

Comment 

Aceh. related to Malayic * isi 

PMK * par. Anomalous aspiratred initial 
also found in Rade: phl{}r(Durie 1 990) 

PMK * hal, hah, Ach. resembles B. & Viet. 

PMK * flan - Aceh. borrowed with apical 
initial; Chamic < form with velar initial 

Compo Aceh. to Katuic* k:Jl), Khmer kblJ 
(& Thai khalJ) suggest *galJ. Chamic < 
Vietnamese * khalJ 

Cf. Viet. rLi'a « * raah), KatuiclBahnaric 
* 'l:Jraaw 

PMK * s'laap, * slJ'laap, not all MK sub
groups have medial nasal 

Group 2 items all show clear phonological indications that Acehnese and Chamic 
borrowed related forms from different MK sub-groups. This is quite understandable as 
lexical borrowing continued after separation, and therefore these forms are not relevant to 
the sub-grouping issue. 
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Group 3 is quite intriguing: 
3 .) 
Semantic Aceh. P-Chamic 

'naked' Jhon * (ma)(sa) Jun 

' urinate' 'li�'l * ma'liiik 

'gecko' pa'la *pak-kee 

Proto-MokenlMoklen 

*J1wian. No wider etymology apparent. 

*ni'liwk >Pre-Moklen *ni'li�k < PMP *[ jiSeq 

* t:Jk§£?, imitative word? 

The phonological agreements in the first two sets above are excellent, and strongly suggest 
ancient contact involving Aceh-Chamic and MoklenIMoken-in particular the 
development of the diphthong in the ' urinate' etymon indicates MoklenIMoken as the 
source. Larish reconstructs the MoklenIMoken homeland as the Isthmus of Kra, with their 
marginalised to the islands off the western coast only later. This leaves the possibility of 
A-C and M-M contact somewhere on the Gulf of Thailand. 

Group 4 items are the most numerous, all showing indications of being borrowed 
from MK: 

4.) 
Semantic Aceh. P-Chamic MK comparisons 

' arm '  sapaj *sapaJ Found in Asi., Kat., West-Bah. 

' back' rU�l) *r:Jl) Katuic * kr:Jl) 'back' , Khmu kndr:J:Jl) 'back' 

' bail' sw�t *sae PMK * saac (all but Khmu, Asi., Nic.) 

'bird' cieem * eim PMK * cim (all but Khmer) 

'carry on sldr.' guJam *guJam PMK * kJam or * kJ�m (NMK & Aslian) 

'chase' tljW�P * tijaap Khmu l)gjaap, Ch. > Tampuon ti./EJap 

'cheek, jaw' mi�l) *miaJ) Khmu miang 'chew: Vt. mi�g, < PV * mUl)'l 
'mouth' 

'chin, jaw' kwal) *kaal) PMK * kaal) (Katuic, Bah., SNic., Vietic) (+ 
kmaal) forms in Pearic, Vietic .. ) 

'cover' g:Jm * gam Khmer kaem 'cover, encrust, decorate',  PVietic 
*kam'l 'to bury' 

'crow' 'lo'la? * 'laak PMK * k?aak (all but Khasi, Nic.) - Vietic 
reflexes typically ?aak, e.g. Viet. ae, but such 
imitative words are problematic. 

'cut off' k:Jh * k:Jh PMK * k:Jh (Bah.,Kat.,Nic.,Asi.) 

'dry' tho * thu emiar t�hooJ, KhmuYuan thuu 

'dumb' kb *k-am-b Khmer kamJa w 'ignoramus' 

'empty' s:Jh * s:Jh Khm., Bah., (Katuic infixed forms only) 

'escape' Jhwah *kJaas > Bah., other MK suggests * Jaas 'leave' 

'forget' tUWA * war PMK * war 'go round' ? (all MK groups) 

'hawk, kite' kJwal) * kJaal) PMK * kJaal) (all MK groups) 

'house' swal) *saal) Khmer saaJ) 'to build' (also >ThailLao) 
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' l ick' lJ,;}h *lijah PMK * li;}t, also Khasi jliah 

'mount. range' CAt * c;}t Khmer caot 'high, steep, sheer, abrupt' 

'neck' takU;} * takuaj PMK * kuuj 'head' (Kat., As!.) 

'other, group' gap *g;}P PMK *gap, g;}P ' friend, associate' (Khm., Bah., 
Viet.) 

'peck (snake)' cah * cah PMK * [J}cah (EMK, Khmu, As!') 

'pillar, post' tameh * tameh Mon tmit 'post supporting veranda' 

'river' kru;}l) * kraal) PMK * rUl), * ru ul), * ru;}l) (all but As!', Nic.) 

' stand, stop' d;}l) * dAl) Viet. dung, or perhaps PMK * dUl) 'house' 

' strike, pound' pah, peh *pah PMK * pah, * puh, * pU:Jh (NMK, Bah. ,  Viet.) 

'wrap' sam *s;}m Old Khmer sum 'to wind, roll, wrap up' 

To these we can add the Aceh-Chamic-MK comparisons from Cowan ( 1 948) not used by 
Thurgood, yet which may be taken as highly indicative of MK borrowing.8 

Aceh. 

hu 'ablaze' 

ja 'ancestor' 

ba? 'at, on' 

1 u:Jl) ' channel '  

tam 'ever' 

j1Uln 'flavour' 

weh 'go away' 

g:Jt, get 'good' 

Cham 

hu 'roast' 

ja 'appelative' 

pak 'at, towards' 

halul) 'pit, canal' 

tom 'meet with, 
accomplish' 

j1;}m, j1am 'to taste' 

weh 'to dodge' 

gat 'just' 

chen 'affection' khin 'want, like' 

khem ' laugh' khim 'smile' 

bUll):Jh 'morning' paguh 'moming
light' 

khem ' laugh' 

wel) 'to pedal' 

khim 'smile' 

wil) 'tum, whirl' 

MK Comparisons 

Kh. chur ' ignite',  Bah. huur 'roast' ,  Katu h uar 
'singe' 

OldMon./1ja?, OldKh. ji 'great-grandmother' 

OldMon bak 'up to, until' 

Khmer lUl) 'dig hole', Janlu:Jl) 'hole in stream
bed', Bah. s;}lul) 'pit, ditch' 

PMK * t;}m/* t:J;}m/* tam 'begin', e.g. Mon tam 
/tam/ 'base, beginning' (widespread in MK) 

Praokj1am 'to taste' ,  Bahnar j1aam ' delicious' 

Khmer veh / veh/ 'to slip away, escape, dodge' 

Khmer gat/kad 'just, exact' 

Viet. xin 'beg', Palaung. sin 'desire', OldMon 
chan /chan / 'to pity/ 

LitMon k 'im /k?im / 'to smile' 

Mon pel)uh 'to awaken' 

LitMon k 'im /k?im / 'to smile' 

PMK * wil) &c. (with many variants) 'go round' 

JU:Jt 'polish, rub' !!ak 'rub' Lawa JU;}t 'wipe',  Khmu bat ' scrub body' 

kU:Jt ' scrape'(C.) k!!ac 'dig' Khmer kh vaac, Kensiw k;}waj 'scratch up' 

wlu:J 'stable,pen' wa(J) 'yard, stable' Khmer val / viel/ 'plain, clearing, plaza', Mon 
wa /wea/ 'open space, pasture' 

8 Note that Acehnese forms have been normalised to Daud & Durie ( 1999), Cham forms are from 
Cowan, MK comparisons have been corrected/augmented 
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d:Jm ' stay o.night' d:Jm 'id.' 

bAt ' stretch' but 'twisted' 

PMK *d:Jm, e.g. Mon dgm It3m1 'to lodge' 

Khmer bot I potl 'to curve, fold' 
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cal 'take, sieze' cak 'id' Khmu caak ' catch (e.g. pig)" cok 'take out (e.g. 
entrails)" WestBahnaric * cak 'take' 

Examining the above sets we note no convincing pattern of borrowing from a single 
dominant source-Khmer and Mon are well represented but this may simply reflect the 
reliance on those reference material. Some etyma are well distributed across the MK 
family with no particular phonological clues for their source in Aceh-Chamic (such as 
'crow' , 'fly' ,  'hawk') .  There are several Khmer isoglosses (e.g. 'cover', 'dumb', 'gold', 
'house', 'mountain range', 'wrap') although the lack of wider MK etymology is also 
suggestive of borrowing into Khmer. And there are several items where the closest MK 
comparisons are in Northern MK languages, and it is difficult to see how they could be the 
source of borrowings. It is also significant that there are so very few prospective Vietic or 
Katuic sources for these words, given Thurgood's suggestion that: 

. . .  the Acehnese were the most northerly of the Chamic groups, covering an area now 
populated by, among others, the modem Katuic speakers. (p.42) 

This idea appears to be based on the overriding assumption that the break-up of Chamic 
was driven by one main historical process-the Vietnamese imperial drive southward. The 
model assumes that as the Acehnese were the first group to break away, they must have 
been the first to suffer Vietnamese pressure. Logically there are other possibilities to 
consider, such as a southern origin of Acehnese somewhere in the vicinity of the Mekong 
DeltalFunan. My problem is that no particular solution appears to be supported empirically 
by comparative linguistic data. Thurgood bases his claims upon supposed morphological 
and lexical arguments. The first of these is a comparison of the tar-, t-, ta- prefixes in 
Katuic with parallels in Austronesian which Thurgood (P240-24 1 )  asserts are "too close to 
be accounted for by mutual inheritance", and suggests that because some lexical borrowing 
from Chamic into Katuic is attested, the same is likely to explain the morphological 
parallels. A contra-opinion is offered by Diftloth ( 1 994) who points out that the various 
MK affixes with parallels in An are actually widespread in MK. He concludes that: 

Ironically, it is the relative poverty of shared vocabulary between Austroasiatic and 
Austronesian, combined with evident agreement in morphology, that argues for a 
genetic, and against a contact relationship between the two families. (Diffioth 
( 1 994:3 1 2) 

Thurgood writes (p.240-24 1 ): 

Other evidence of a contact with Chamic, palticularly into Acehnese, and an apparent 
Austronesian morphological strata (sic.) in Katu (Reid 1994), which one would presume 
were due to Chamic influences. 

The obvious way to account for the Katuic strata found in Chamic is to assume 
that Chamic influence extended up along the coast into Katuic territory. Certainly, an 
examination of the appendix of forms makes it abundantly clear that there are a 
considerable number of MK forms, attested in the more northerly Katuic but not in the 
more southerly Bahnaric. Further, many of these are attested in Acehnese. Thus, the 
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most likely scenario is to assume that the Acehnese are the descendents of the most 
northerly group of Chamic speakers. 

Consistent with Diffloth above, Reid ( 1 994) makes no claim of borrowed "Austronesian 
morphological strata in Katu". In his paper Reid compares the Austroasiatic prefixes pa
and ka-, which "can be reconstructed with a causative function" with the Austronesian 
causatives *pa- and *ka-, exemplifying the former with examples from Katu. The 
comparison is explicitly between two language families with consideration of the Austric 
hypothesis in mind, with much weight given to reflex the of *pa- in Nicobarese. 

Thurgood then refers to "Katuic strata found in Chamic", including a claim that that 
stratum is shared with Acehnese. No specific examples are presented for this claim, j ust 
the assertion that it is "abundantly clear" from perusing the appendix to the book. I 
strongly disagree that one could reach such a conclusion on that basis, since a careful 
examination of the appendix makes it clear that there are no examples where Katuic can be 
unambiguously identified as the source of an Aceh-Chamic word. Thurgood' s  comparisons 
of Acehnese with Katuic, with my commentary, follow: 

PC * ?eh 'excrement',  compares with both P-Katuic and P-Vietic * ?eh; Acehnese Fe? 
matches neither as its fmal suggests * ?ek. 

PC * ?aak 'crow', Acehnese ?a?a?, while Katuic suggests * kaJaak, * ?aJaak, so do 
basically all MK languages, yet Acehnese fails to show the regular IUI�I reflex 
of laa!, indicating a more recent imitative (re)formation. 

PC * ?aha, * ha 'open mouth', Acehnese hah, most MK language share this clearly 
sound-symbolic formation, yet the Acehnese fai l  to agree in the fmal. Thurgood 
compares to Peiros' p-Katuic * t::Jha, * ?::Jhah, but the back vowel does not 
match. 

PC * d;}l] 'stand; stop', Acehnese dAl), compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * ?t::Jjil], * ?::J?jil], 
but there is no correspondence between the forms. 

PC * kaal] 'chin; jaw', Acehnese kW::Jl), compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * t::J?baal], but 
there is no correspondence between the forms. 

PC * kalaal] 'hawk; bird of prey' , Acehnese klw::Jl], compared to Peiros' p-Katuic 
* k::J/haal], but the word is found throughout MK and is even in some Malayic 
languages, e.g. Malay helang. 

PC * kapaas 'cotton',  Acehnese gapcll::Jh, compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * k::Jpaajh, but 
the word is an Indic borrowing found throughout M K  and Malayic languages, 
e.g. Malay kapas. 

PC * klaas 'escape', Acehnese lhw::Jh, compared to Thomas' p-Katuic *-klah, *-lah but 
the distribution of the word suggests borrowing into Katuic and Bahnaric. 

PC * kr:J:Jl] 'river', Acehnese kru::Jl], compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * k::Jrhual), but other 
MK such as Vietic * kr:J:Jl] are more l ikely---even Thai has reflexes of this MK 
root. 

PC * b:Jk 'to peel', Acehnese plu;}?, compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * liet, * /u:Jt but there 
is no correspondence. 

PC * picah 'broken; break', Acehnese picah, compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * p::Jc[;i a }h, 
* hc[;i a}h but the phonology and distribution suggest bOlTOWing into Katuic 
and Bahnaric. 
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PC * par 'to fly', Acehnese pilA, compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * par, * paar, although 
basically any M K  language could be the source for Chamic, the Aceh. aspirated 
initial is not explained (some Pearic languages and Khasi did shift plain stops to 
aspirates but there is no convincing evidence of Pearic or Khasi influence). 

PC * ra w 'wash', Acehnese rhah, compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * faria w but the 
Acehnese form does not correspond. 

PC * sapai 'arm', Acehnese sapai, compared to Thomas' p-Katuic * qapaai 'shoulder'. 
This etymon also found in Aslian (as 'upper arm') and Pearic (as 'palm (of 
hand)'). The problem is that the Chamic reflex has a sh0l1 main vowel, and only 
Aslian shows a neat semantic and phonological match. 

PC * sah ' only; empty; free, leasure',  Acehnese s:Jh, compared to Peiros' p-Katuic 
* [sic j;mhah but Katuic all show infIxed forms, unlike Bahnaric and Khmer. 

PC * tra1) 'eggplant', Acehnese tru:J1), compared to Peiros' p-Katuic * h:J1)gil), * s:Jki1) 
but there is no correspondence. The word is found in Malayic, e.g. Malay 
(erung, which is probably more indicative of origin. 

Of these 1 6  comparisons, few, if any, could be put forward as evidence of a Katuic stratum 
in Chamic, and certainly none demonstrate a Katuic stratum in Acehnese. Importantly 
several (such as 'wash' ,  'crow', 'excrement') show differences that suggest independent 
borrowing. As far as I can tell from the evidence I have assembled there is nothing to 
indicate a geographical location for Acehnese in relation to the present distribution of 
Chamic languages. For this reason my default hypothesis is that Acehnese separated from 
Chamicat a time before Chamic had developed any significant internal diversity. 

The regularity of the phonological agreements between Acehnese and Chamic in 
their common borrowed vocabulary strongly indicates that most, if not all, these lexical 
items reflect a phase of Aceh-Chamic unity. Given that there is no standout source evident 
among known MK languages, two possibilities present themselves: a) proto-AC had 
contact with a range of MK languages from which it borrowed, or b) an unknown MK 
language that has not otherwise survived was in contact with proto-AC and contributed 
these borrowings-in the latter case the MK parallels adduced above are simply related 
MK reflexes rather than source forms. 

Below I list the Aceh-Chamic borrowings without apparent wider etymologies 
(with borrowing into Bahnaric via Chamic indicated):  

5 . )  
Semantic Aceh. 

'arrive' troh 

'descend, sink, ihAh 
collapse, destroy' 

' dry weather; drought' khua1) 

'handle (of knife)' gA 

'many, much' ia 

'neg. imperative' be? 

'peel' piua? 

'pick, pluck' PAt, pet 

P-Chamic 

* truh 

*giah 

* kh:Ja1) 

* gar, 

* iuu, 

* be? 

* ia:Jk 

*pet 

Comment 

(> Bah.) 

(> Bah.) 

(> Bah.) 

(> Bah.) 

(> Bah.)  

(> Bah.) 

(> Bah.) 
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'snail' 

'straw (rice)' 

'that, there' 

'use' 

?ubo * ?abaw 

jwmpu1) * puu1) 

sideh, hideh *dih 

1)uj * ?a1)uj 

Paul Sidwell 

(> Bah.) 

Most of the above 1 2  items are also present in Bahnaric languages, although the lack of 
reflexes in West Bahnaric (see Sidwell & Jacq 2003) and in the rest of MK clearly 
indicates that what Thurgood took as straightforward MK > Chamic loans were actually 
borrowed from Chamic into Bahnaric, originating from an unknown source. 
Phonologically the words look like they are from MK-half are simple monosyllables 
while the rest have initial clusters or are sesquisyllabic, so our default hypothesis is  that 
they come from some MK language or languages, the identity of which is unknown. 

Can we link the group 4 and 5 etyma somehow without straining possibility too far, 
given that they are all at least reconstructable to PAC? I believe that it is worth speculating 
on this. First of all, it is a fact that each MK sub-group has a set of lexicon that is not 
shared with any other MK sub-group, since lexical innovation is a continuous process and 
an important aspect of the accretion of differences that drives linguistic diversification. 
Logically then, if an MK speaking community were absorbed by language shift into PC, a 
process that we strongly suspect did happen in ancient times, one of the consequences 
would be the borrowing of a set of words, some of which have a wider MK etymology, and 
some not, although the latter would none the less have the formal structural characteristics 
of MK lexicon. 

This statement characterises not only the 42 AC borrowings discussed above, but 
also the bulk of the PC lexicon of borrowed or unknown origin reconstructed by Thurgood. 
Allowing for some errors and reassignments we have approximately 450 words in the PC 
lexicon that are borrowings or otherwise innovated, of which so far only 42 (or less than 
1 0%) have been identified in Acehnese. It thus appears that Acehnese did not participate in 
a major phase of the lexical development of PC, presenting us with a significant problem 
of historical explanation. 

4. Quantification of Etymological change and distance 
Now that we have some rough indication that there is a significant difference in the 
absolute quantity of contact-induced change experienced by Acehnese and (the rest of ) 
Chamic, I want to move forward to quantify this in a more representative fashion. My 
concern is  that we don't know to what extent the PC lexicon reconstructed by Thurgood i s  
representative of  the real PC lexicon, and therefore the extent to which we can fairly 
compare and analyse the figures discussed above. 

It is in the nature of proto-languages that they are constructs that, due to the 
availability of sources and various accidents of history, are necessarily incomplete or even 
skewed in terms of their representation of the lexicon. For example, it is commonly held 
that some areas of the lexicon are less stable than others, such as words representing more 
abstract meanings over the more concrete ones, and therefore concrete meanings will be 
potentially over-represented in a reconstructed lexicon. Now it is clearly beyond the scope 
of this paper to consider complete lexicons (whatever that might mean in practice), so I set 
about to devise a method that would go some way towards more fairly quantifying the 
proportions of lexical change in Acehnese and Chamic. 
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In the fIrst place we acknowledge that Acehnese and Chamic are descended 
directly from Proto-Malayo-Chamic or something not very much removed from that. The 
Malayic sub-group of AN is already the subj ect of a comprehensive reconstruction 
(Adelaar 1 992), so in the absence of PMC we might reasonably use it as a base line for 
quantifying the amount of lexical innovation in Acehnese and Chamic. Now I understand 
that there are a number of assumptions here that can be challenged, but I proceed on the 
basis that we are looking for a broadly indicative method, rather than a very precise tool, 
and one whose initial results can surely be i mproved by subsequent more detailed analysis. 
Accepting this programmatic rationale we move on to the details.  

I take as my starting point the Malayic basic lexicon of 200 items as reconstructed 
by Adelaar ( 1 992), using the diagnostic semantic list developed for MP languages by 
Hudson ( 1 967). The 200 word list contains items from a range of semantic domains and 
word classes, and for our purposes I take it that for any MP language which we compare 
on the basis of this list its genetic classifIcation will be evident, and the degree of lexical 
change from PAN, PMP or any other known starting point will be readily calculated. I 
copied the P-Malayic items into a spreadsheet and then added the etymologically 
equivalent PC and Acehnese reflexes. Where lexical replacements have occurred the new 
words are put in place. This is different to the strictly semantic approach of lexicostatistics 
which is necessarily blind to etymology in the initial compilation of the lists for 
comparison. I did this because I want to quantify the amount of lexical borrowing as 
opposed to the amount of semantic change within the lexicon. 

Due to the incompleteness of the PC lexicon and Acehnese sources at my disposal 
the total list was reduced to 1 83 items.9 The resultant list is presented as an appendix to 
this paper. The analysis of the list begins with counting the various common etymological 
retentions and innovations. Note that in some cases there is more than one form given in 
the sources for a given gloss, these are noted in the appendix, but in the counts below I 
have still treated these as single items. A summary of the results follows: 

• 96 items (52.5%) where all three languages (Aceh., PC, PM) show direct 
inheritance of AN forms or Malayo-Chamic innovations 

• 5 1  items (27.9%) Aceh innovations (discounting Malay borrowings)-of which 26 
are shared with P-Chamic and 25 are unique to Aceh. 

• 73 items (39.9%) Chamic innovations, including 26 shared with Aceh, and 47 
unique to Chamic. 

The above fIgures give a sense of propOltion to the great extent of borrowing in PC 
in particular-approximately 40% of the basic lexicon replaced by mostly borrowed 
vocabulary. By contrast only j ust over a third (26173), of those replacements in PC are also 
reflected in Acehnese. 

Accepting the MC hypothesis, and B lust ' s  estimate of MC separation around 2300 
BP, plus Thurgood's estimate of a late 1 st millennium break-up of PC, we would look to 
place the separation of Acehense somewhere in a 1 000 or so year window from roughly 
300 BCE forward. Taking the even bolder step of assuming a more or less stable rate of 
lexical replacement the above fIgures would place the separation of Acehnese in 

9 I considered supplementing with available items to bring it up to 200, but decided not to lest I 
further skew the results by my selections. 
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approximately the first century CE, shortly before the first historical references to Champa 
appear. Citing archaeological evidence, Thurgood (p. 1 6) places the pre-proto-Chamic 
settlement of the Indo-Chinese coast at sometime before 600 BCE, which on my 
calculations would place the separation of Acehnese in the first or second century BCE. 

This is only a broadly indicative calculation. Frankly I do not wish to make a claim 
for a stable rate of lexical replacement-since decades of experience with 
glottochronology have shown that the rate of change in language in respect of borrowings 
i s  quite unstable, given the possible social factors. None-the-Iess the fact that Acehnese 
demonstrably participated in only a minority of the contact driven lexical replacement that 
affected the rest of the Chamic strongly indicates that it separated at a much earlier than 
assumed by the Thurgood model. The stratum of common borrowings suggests that 
Acehnese split away during the early stages of a phase of assimilation of an unknown but 
presumably MK speaking population into the nascent Champa. 

Thus one may take Thurgood's conclusion: 

The early arriving pre-Chamic peoples most likely landed south of Danang and thus 
probably encountered Bahnarics. Given the major restructuring of the arriving 
Austronesians language that took place, these pre-Charnic people must have become 
socially dominant, with this dominance leading many most probably Bahnaric speaking 
people to shift to Cham. 
[ . . . . ] Probably sometime around the fall  of Indrapura in the north, although it may have 
been as much as several centuries earlier or later, the Chamic speakers who were to 
become the Acehnese left the mainland on a joumey that would ultimately end in 
northern Sumatra. (p.25 1 )  

and reformulate it as follows: 

The early arriving pre-Chamic peoples most likely landed south of Danang and 
encountered a Mon-Khmer speaking population of undetermined classification. Given 
the major restructuring of the arriving Austronesians language that took place, these 
pre-Chamic people must have become socially dominant, with this dominance leading 
many or all of the Mon-Khmer speaking people to shift to Cham. 
[ . . . .  ] Sometime during this early phase of language shift, perhaps before the beginning 
of Common Era, the Chamic speakers who were to become the Acehnese left the 
mainland on a jowney that would ultimately end in northern Sumatra. 

To what extent can we reconcile this with known history? Durie, discussing the founding 
of Champa in the second century CE, writes: 

From Chinese sources we know that there were several kingdoms during this period on 
the trade route to China around the Isthmus of Kra, the Malay peninsula, and the gulf of 
Thailand. One such was Flman, which was centred on the lower Mekong. Several 
kingdoms in the Isthmus of Kra were subj ect to it. It was overwhelmed by Khmers in 
the 6th century. We have no record of the language of Funan, but it could well have been 
a sister of early Charnic. During this period it would have quite likely for Funan traders 
to have been established in the Malay peninsula and even North Swnatra, which was in 
a strategic position for the trade with India. (Durie 1 985:3) 
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So Durie suggests that Aceh may be a SurvlVillg fragment of Funan. Contra 
Thurgood, in that case the Acehnese were a southern branch of Aceh-Chamic that split off 
as Funan fell. The trouble I see with Durie's idea is that Funan fell to the Cambodians, and 
it is clear that the mysterious loan stratum found in Chamic and to a lessor extent Acehnese 
cannot be related directly to their language. I would like to suggest an alternative, in which 

the Funanese, or a segment of Funanese society, were speakers of an unrecognised branch 
of Mon-Khmer, and were absorbed into Champa as they lost their political and economic 
centre to Chenlal Ankor. Perhaps related events drove the Acehnese from the mainland, just 
as a thousand years later the MoklenIMoken were driven off the Isthmus of Kra by Thai 
expansion. 

5. Conclusion 
Thurgood's formulation of Acehnese as a "Chamic language" obscures an important 
distinction in the historical development of these languages. Alternatively I would suggest 
that we classify Acehnese as an "Aceh-Chamic" language, an offshoot of a stage 
intermediate between PMC and PC. The redrawn MC family tree, suggested by my 
analysis, is represented as follows: 

Malayo-Chamic 

Malayic Aceh-Chamic 

Proto-Chamic 

� 
Malay etc. Acehnese Highlands Chamic Coastal Chamic 

Figure 2: Revised Malayo-Aceh-Chamic tree 

From a programmatic perspective the redrawing of the Stammbaum begs a major 
overhaul of the Acehnese and Chamic comparanda and their comparative-historical 
analysis. The resultant phonological and lexical reconstructions should be stratified into 
Aceh-Chamic and Proto-Chamic levels. Naturally one would seek to include in such a 
project: 

• any new or otherwise un(der)utilised Chamic sources 
• more extensive reference to Mon-Khmer sources, especially Khmer, Vietnamese 

and Mon, as well as more recent Mon-Khmer comparative reconstructions 
• reconstruction of Proto-Acehnese based upon dialect comparison 

I expect that the latter point may prove especially important, as Acehnese, although more 
affected by Malay, was protected by geography from much of the MK influence that has 
altered the face of Chamic. 
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Appendix 1 :  Summary of Acehnese words plausibly borrowed from MK sources, 
extracted from Thurgood ( 1999) and Cowan ( 1 948). Note: ' PC'  = Thurgood' s  
reconstructions; 'C.' forms sourced from Cowan, ' C .  No.' indicates Cowan's  numbered 
comparison. MK comparisons cited are indicative only, and should not necessarily be 
interpreted and indentifying the particular donor language. 

Aceh. hu 'ablaze' 
Cham hu 'roast' (C.) 
Khmer chur 'to ignite' (C.); Bah. 
huur 'roast',  Katu huar 'singe' 
C. 64 

Aceh. ja 'ancestor' 
Champ 'appelative of poor people' (C.) 
OldMon 'ja Ijlja?/, OldKhmer Jf /J1"i1 'great
grandmother' 
C. 66 

Aceh. sapaj 'arm' 
PC * sapai 
Reflexes in Aslian, Katuic & West-Bahnaric. 

Aceh. baP 'at, on' preposition 
Cham pak 'at, towards' (C.) 
OldMon bak 'up to, until' , pa'l 'for, on, on 
behalf of (C.) 
C. 6 

Aceh. rU;}l) 'back' 
PC * r:Jl) 
Katuic * kr:Jl) 'back' , Khmu kncir:J:Jl) 'back' 

Aceh. s lU;}t 'bail' 
PC * sac 
PMK * saac, widespread in MK. 

Aceh. trt 'bake in fIre, burn' 
Khmer tut/dotl 'grill, roast; kindle, set fIre 
to'(C.) 
C. 1 40 

Aceh. SlU;}t 'bale' 
PC * sac 
PMK * saac 'bale out' widespread in MK 
C. 1 2 8  

Aceh. rlUtlU;}'l 'bean, pea' 
PC *r;}taak 
Khmer sandaek, Than retak 

Aceh. C;}ge;} 'bear' 
PC * cag:Jw 
EMK *jka w, Asl. *gaaw 
C. 1 8  

Aceh. cicem 'bird' 
PC * cim 
PMK * cim, reflected in all brances but 
Khmer, note Nicobar has redup. initial. 
C. 29 

Aceh. kap 'bite' 
(PC *ke'l) 
PMK * kap 'bite' indicated by widespread 
reflexes 
C. 74 

Aceh. biet 'blink' 
PC ? 
Khmer biet I pietl 'appear and disappear like 
a flash'(C.) 
C. 1 1  

Aceh. pot 'blow (wind)' 
PMK * puut 'blow' (NMK, Asl.) 
C. 1 23 

Aceh. CablU;}l) 'branch, fork' 
PC * ca6aal) 
Malay cabang > Aslian, Cf. Kh. j;)l)rmaal) 
'forked stick'? 

Aceh. picah 'broken, break' 
PC *picah 
Cf. Malay pecah. Palatal stop indicates 
borrowing into Bahnaric also. 

Aceh. klUbu[;} 'buffalo' 
PC *kabaw 
Aceh. = Kh. kr;}brj, while Charnic = Malay 
kerba w 

Aceh. guiam 'carry on shldr' 
PC *guiam 
PMK * kiam or * ki;}m on the basis ofNMK 
& Aslian reflexes. 
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Aceh. dr:Jp 'catch, arrest' 
Cowan notes Mon rap / r:JpI 'to catch';  PMK 
* r:Jp, * r:Jp are indicated by widespread 
reflexes 
C. 48 

Aceh. lU:Jl] 'channel ' 
Cham halul] 'hole, pit, canal' (C.) 
Cf. Khmer lUl] 'to dig hole', 'l:Jnlu:Jl] 'hole 
in stream-bed';  Bahnar s:Jlul] 'pit, ditch' 
C. I 07 

Aceh. tijw:Jp 'chase, run aft. ' 
PC * tijaap 
Cf. Khmu l]gjaap, Tampuon tljl}ap 
borrowed from Chamic. 

Aceh. let 'chase' 
Mon lemal nii 'to drive away' (with -m
inftx?) (C.) 
C. 97 

Aceh. mi:Jl] 'cheek, jaw' 
PC * mial] 
Cf. Khmu ml';}ng 'chew',  Viet. mi OOng, < PV 
* meel]l'mouth' 

Aceh. kW:Jl] 'chin, jaw' 
PC * kaal] 
PMK * kaal], reflexes in Katuic, Bahnaric, 
Nicobarese, Vietic, Pearic. 

Aceh. kru:Jt 'citrus' 
PC * kruac 
PMK * kru:Jc 'citrus' 
C. 88  

Aceh. cah 'clear undergrowth' 
Borrowed > Bahnaric , C. compares Khmer 
ceh 'to cut with small blows' 
C. 1 9  

Aceh. pwdap 'cover, to' 
PMK * �p (widespread etymon) 
C. 40 

Aceh. khop 'cover; put face down' 
PMK * ckup 'cover';  PAn *kubkub 'cover' 
C. 80 

Aceh. g:Jm 'cover' 
PC *g:Jm 
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Cf. Khmer kaem 'cover, encrust, decorate', 
PV *k:Jml 'to bury' 

Aceh. lwm:J 'cow, ox' 
PC * l:Jm:J 
Cf. Khmu Imbo?, Viet. bo, Malay lembu; 
may be derived from MK * [}b:Jl 'hump of 
ox', cf. Mon ba ' /pol/ id. 

Aceh. la?al'crow' 
PC * laak 
PMK * klaak (all but Khasi, Nic.) - Vietic 
reflexes typically laak, e.g. Vt. lie, but 
imitative! Aceh. reflex is irregular. 

Aceh. ceh 'crush, pulverise' 
Cham ceh 'hatch' (C.) ? 
Khmer ces 'to crush' (C.); C. also compares 
Bahnar she, Cham ceh 'hatch' the 
connection to 'crush' is doubtful. 
C. 22 

Aceh. k:Jh 'cut off' 
PC *k:Jh 
PMK * k:Jh (Bah.,Kat.,Nic.,Asl.) 
C. 85 

Aceh. jlu:Jh, glu:Jh 'deer (small kind)' 
Khmer chlus 'id. ' 
C. 73 

Aceh. kU:Jh 'dig' 
PC * kuah 'shave, scrape' 
PMK * kll:Js 'scrape' 
C. 90 

Aceh. jep 'drink' 
Mon jop lcepl 'sip, taste' 
C. 69 

Aceh. rW:Jl) 'dry, dry out' 
Cf. Katuic: Ta'Oi raal] 'drying rack 
C. 1 24 

Aceh. tho 'dry' 
PC * tllU 
Cf. Terniar t:Jhool, KhmuYuan thull 
C. 1 37 
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Aceh. 'lite? 'lara 'duck-wild' 
PC * ?ada 
Khmer da /tlial < PMK * da?, note doublets: 
Sre 'lara I ?ada, Bahnar h;}raa I tadaa 
C. l 

Aceh. kl:J 'dumb' 
PC * k-am-l:J 
Cf. Khmer kamJaw 'ignoramus' 

Aceh. jW;}P j[U;}P 'each, every' 
OldMonjap /japi 'all, each, every' 
C. 71  

Aceh. s:Jh 'empty' 
PC * s:Jh 
Khmer suh /sohl; Bah., Kat. may have 
borrowed via Charnic. 
C. 1 3 1  

Aceh. Jhw;}h 'escape' 
PC *kJaas 
> Bah., other MK suggests * Jaas ' leave' 

Aceh. !:Jm 'ever' 
Cham tom 'meet with, accomplised'(C.) 
PMK * t;}m/* t;};}m/* tam 'begin' (all MK.); 
perhaps from Mon tam /t:Jmi. 
C. 139 

Aceh. ?c? 'excrement' 
PC * ?Eh 
Borrowed separately, Ch. < KN, Ach. < 
** ?Ek 
C. 5 1  

Aceh. toh 'excrete' 
PC * t:Jh 'remove clothing' 
Cf. Khmer tuh/dohl 'remove clothing; to 
free, release' ;  > Bah. 
C. 138 

Aceh. ba 'father' (C.) 
(PC * 'lama < An.) 
PMK * ?baa?, cf. Khmer baa 
C. 2 

Aceh. dit 'few' 
PC * dVt 'small' 
PMK * kdi� cf. Viet. nit, Khasi khyndit; > 
Bah. (T. incorrectly states " restricted to 
Highlands") 
C. 45 
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Aceh. gap 'firm' 
PMK * gap 'fitting, sufficient' indicated by 
widespread reflexes 
C. 53 

Aceh.j1um 'flavour' 
Chamj1;}m, j1am 'to taste'(C.) 
Praokj1:Jm 'to taste' ,  Bahnar j1aam 
' delicious', Khmerj1aaEm 'exclamation used 
mostly by children vaunting what they are 
eating or tasting' 
C. 1 1 4 

Aceh. phAJPA 'fly (v.)' 
PC *p;}r 
PMK * par. Anomalous aspiratred initial also 
found in Rade: phi;}r(Durie 1 990) 
C. 1 22 

Aceh. tUWA « WA ' stray, wander' C.) 
'forget' 
PC * w;}r 
PMK * wir &c. 'turn' (all MK groups, with 
many varients) 
C. 1 49 

Aceh. coh coh 'frighten animals' 
Cowan notes Mon pecuh 'to hound on, set 
on as a dog' 
C. 3 3  

Aceh. ku;}t 'gather up' 
PC * kuac 'gather, amass' 
* k waac ' scrape up' 

Aceh. bit 'genuine, real' 
;toCham bjak (C.) 
Cowan notes Khmer bit I pitl 'correct, 
certain' 
C. 1 0  

Aceh. wEh 'go away, leave' 
Cham weh 'dodge' (C.) 
Cowan notes Khmer veh / vehl 'to slip away, 
escape, dodge' 
C. 1 44 

Aceh. lop 'go into, under' 
Cf. Old Mon lop /lop/ 'to enter' : word is 
widespread in MK, but vowel varies 
considerably. 
C. I 04 
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Aceh. ja? 'go, walk' 
PMK *jak 'tread, set out' indicated by 
widespread reflexes 
C. 67 

Aceh. mlllh, mUflh 'gold' 
PC * ?ama(a)s 
OldMonjJmas 'gold' « jas 'shine') > Kh. 
maas 'gold' 

Aceh. g:.:Jt, get 'good' 
Cham g:Jt (C.) 'just' 
Khmer gatlk:Jt! 'just, exact'(C.) 
C. 55 

Aceh. r:.:Jt 'graze (on grass etc.), 
Mon rat/rat! 'to reap ' :  word is widespread 
in MK, but vowel varies considerably. 
C. 1 26 

Aceh. kIlll:.:Jg 'hawk, kite' 
PC *kIaag 
PMK * kIaag (all MK groups) 
C. 84 

Aceh. glll- 'he, she' 
PMK *ge[eJ? '3rd person pronoun' indicated 
by widespread reflexes 
C. 56 

Aceh. SlllP:.:Jt 'hit with smth. '  
Mon sapot ' stroke or rub with hand'(C.) 
C. 1 29 

Aceh. Slll:.:Jg 'house' 
PC * saag 
< Khmer saag 'to build', also >ThailLao) 

Aceh. goh 'hump' 
PMK *guh ' swell', e.g. Mon kuh 'to swell 
up',  Kh, etc. 
C. 60 

Aceh. chen, cen 'in love, having strong 
desire' 
Cham khin (C.) 
Palaung sin ' desire', Viet xin 'beg' < PMK 
*siin ? (Cowan comparisons weak) 
C. 26 

Aceh. panah 'jackfruit' 
Mon panah 'jackfruit' (C.) 
C. 1 1 6 

Aceh. khem ' laugh' 
Cham khim 'smile'(C.) 
LitMon isim 'smile' 
C. 77 

Aceh. wi:.:J 'left side' 
PC * ?i5w 
< PMK * w[J]? 'left', with metathesis in 
Chamic? 
C. 1 47 

Aceh. J8 wi:.:J 'left-handed' 
OldMon *jwi? 'left' < PMK * w[J]? 
C. 68 

Aceh. bU:.:Jl) 'morass' 
Khmer pil) / brl)/ 'lake, pool' ;  > Stieng 
bh:.:Jl) (C.), > Thai bWl) 
C. 1 7  

Aceh. Ie 'more, still more'(C.) 
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Riang-Lang -I:.:Jj 'more, longer, else', Viet. !fjIi 
'again', Mon Ie 'also', etc. 
C. 94 

Aceh. bWl):.:Jh 'morning' 
Cham paguh 'morning light'(C.) 
Mon l)uh 'awake out of sleep' (C.) 
C. I I I  

Aceh. CEi t 'mountain range' 
PC * c:.:Jt 
Cf. Khmer caol 'high, steep, sheer, abrupt' 
C. 35 

Aceh. laku:.:J 'neck' 
PC * takuaj 
Resembles PMK * kuuj 'head' (Kat., Asl.), 
but doubtful. C. compared to a different 
etymon. 
C. 1 35 

Aceh. kwmu:.:Jn 'nephew' 
PMK * kmun, * kmuull, * kmu:.:Jn 'nephew' 
C. 92 

Aceh. col) 'on top of 
Cowan notes Khmer COl) 'end, tip' 
C. 34 
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Aceh. hah 'open (mouth)' 
PC * ?aha 
PMK * hal, hah, Ach. resembles B. & Viet. 
C. 6 1  

Aceh. gap 'other, group' 
PC *g;}P 
PMK * gap, g;}P 'friend, associate' (Khm., 
Bah., Viet.) 

Aceh. lap 'to paint'(c.) 
Khmer /srlaap/ 'to rub, anoint, smear, paint' 
C. 1 0 1  

Aceh. cah 'peck (as snake), 
PC * cah 
PMK * [?jcah (EMK, Khmu, Asl.) 
C. 32 

Aceh. wel) 'pedal'(D&D), 'turn arOlmd' (C.) 
Cham wil) 'turn, whirl' (C.) 
PMK * wil) &c. 'go round' (all MK groups, 
with many varients) 
C. 145 

Aceh. P;}t 'pick (fruit, flower)
, 

PC *PEt 
MK forms suggest *pic, but connection is 
questionable. 
C. 1 1 8  

Aceh. tamEh 'pillar, post' 
PC * tamEh 
Cf Mon tmit 'post sUppOlting veranda'
doubtful. 

Aceh. banta} 'pillow' 
PC * bantal 
Cf. Malay bantal 

Aceh. cubet 'pinch' 
(PC * kapit ?) 
Cowan notes Khmer cbec 'to pinch' 
C. 3 8  

Aceh. b;}t 'pluck, uproot' 
PC * buc 
Khmer boac 'to pull up',  Mon 
bot 'unsheathe' ;  > Bah.,Stieng bue; also 
Malay cahill 
C. 1 6  

Aceh. ?U;}t 'polish, rub clean' 
Cham �ak 'rub' (C.) 
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Lawa ?U;}t 'wipe',  Khmu ?aat ' scrub body' 
C. 1 42 

Aceh. bep 'pout like a monkey' (C.) 
Cf. Khmer bep / pep! 'moue des levres, 
contracter les levres, grimacer' (C.) 
C. 9 

Aceh. lhan, tlan 'python' 
PC *klan 
PMK * tlan - Aceh. borrowed with apical 
initial (Kh. ?); Charnic < form with velar 
initial (Bah.lMon?) 
C. I 02 

Aceh. wad 'return home' 
PMK * wil &c. 'turn' (all MK groups, with 
many varients) 
C. 148 

Aceh. kru;}l) 'river' 
PC *kraal) 
PMK * rUl), * ruul), * rU;}l); low vowel 
reflexes in Bah. & Khmu' .  
C. 87 

Aceh. ku;}t 'scrape/clear away' (C.) 
Cham kwac 'dig' (C.) 
PMK *kwaac 'scratch up', e.g. Khmer 
kh vaac, Kensiw k;}waj 
C. 9 1  

Aceh. kEh 'scratch' (D&D 'matches' ) 
Mon keh 'write with stylus' < PMK 
* kidS 'scratch' 
C. 75 

Aceh. l)J�l) 'see, look' 
Aslian: Senoi, Blanya-Sakai nel) 'to see' 

(C.) 
C. I 09 

Aceh. dw;} 'shallow' 
PC *(i£l 
Mon da 'shallow'(C.); PMK & Aslian 
reflexes show [E} 
C. 42 

Aceh. be 'size, amount' 
Senoi be 'very' (S&B); > Stieng 
C. 7 
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Aceh. cal) 'slash, strike, slice, chop' 
Mon cal) 'prick, pierce' (C.), also > 
Stieng.Cf. Malay cincang 
C. 1 9  

Aceh. cut 'small', bacut 'a little' 
Aslian: Senoi ma?cut, Sakai macut 
'small'(C.) 
C. 39, 4 

Aceh. CilU9l) 'smelling of urine' 
Cowan notes Khasijul1g 'urine' 
C. 28 

Aceh. lUl9l) 'spread out' 
PC * laal) 
PMK * laaj1 'spread out' 
C. 99 

Aceh. Wi1l9 'stable, pen' 
Cham wa, war 'yard (buffalo), stable' (C.) 
Khmer val/viel! 'plain, field, clearing, 
courtyard, plaza, threshing floor' ; Mon wa 
/weal 'open space, pasture' 
C. 1 48 

Aceh. dill) 'stand, stop' 
PC * d9l) 
Viet. (!ling (doubtful); Cowan notes Mon 
dem::Jl) 'remain, dwell' (with infix) 
C. 47 

Aceh. d9m 'stay overnight' 
Cham d9m (C.) 
Mon dum 1t3m1 'to 10dge'(C.); PMK 
* d9m is indicated by widespread reflexes 
C. 46 

Aceh. CUlt 'stinging pain' 
Khmer C::Jt 'sour', Stieng C9t 'astringent'(C.) 
C. 24 

Aceh. cUll)£il 'stink, unpleasant smell' 
Khmer cil?£il, Mon il9?eh, Stieng ci?ih 'to 
stink'(C.) 
C. 23 

Aceh. g::Jp 'stranger, other' 
PMK *g9p, *gap 'friend, to associate' ;  C.  
notes Aslian forms with semantic match 
C. 59 

Aceh. bA t 'stretch' 
Cham but 'twisted' (C.) 
Khmer bot / pod 'to curve, fold'; also > 
Stieng 
C. 1 5  

Aceh. p::Jh, p£h 'strike, beat' 
PC *p::Jh 
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Khmer pah 'hit' , poh 'hammer', puh 'hit 
with stick', Mon peh 'kick (of horse)', k9p::Jh 
'hit with hand' 
C. 1 1 7 

Aceh. p::Jh, p£h 'strike, pound' 
PC *p::Jh 
PMK * pah, * puh, * pU9h, NMK, Bahnaric, 
Vietic. 

Aceh. kAl) 'strong, hard' 
PC * khal) 
Katuic* k9l), Khmer kbl) < * gal) ? Chamic 
< Viet. * khal) ? 
C. 86 

Aceh. l)::Jp 'submerged' 
Khmer l)up ' incline, drop', Khasi l)op 
'subside' (C.) 
C. 1 1 0 

Aceh. ba 'take, carry' 
PC * ba 
OldKhmer va, Temiar ba? 'carry on back' 
C. 3 

Aceh. c::J? 'take, seize' 
Cham c::Jk (C.) 
WestBahnaric * c::Jk 'take';  Khmu c::J::Jk 
'catch (e.g. pig)',  cok 'take out (e.g. 
entrails)' although other MK suggest *j::J(::J)k, 
e.g. Khmer jO::Jk 'take'.  
C. 3 1  

Aceh. cri9? 'tear, rip' 
Khmer cn":Jk 'to split'(C.) 
C. 36 

Aceh. sideh 'that, there' 
PC * dih 
Mon aeh 'he or she (disrespectful)

, 
(C.) 

C. 4 1  
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Aceh. bAb 'throw away' 
Khmer poh / b:JhJ 'to throw' 
C. 1 4  

Aceh. wt't 'turn' 
PMK * wac 'twist', e.g. Bah. wt'c 'twist' , 
Mon wat 'wring out' etc. 
C. 146 

Aceh. ploi'h ' unroll' (C.) 
Mon ploh 'untwist'(C.) 
C. 1 2 1  

Aceh. that 'very' 
Mon that/th!JtI 'well, healthy, strong', 
Khmer hat 'to exert', that 'large, obese' 
(C.) 
C. 1 36 

Paul Sidwell 

Aceh. scu?u:Jm 'wann' 
Khmer s?:Jm 'to heat, wann'(C. compares a 
different Kh. root) 
e. 1 30 

Aceh. rbab 'wash' 
PC *raw 
Aceh. cf. Viet. rita « * raah ?), Chamic cf. 
Bah., Kat. * ?araa w 
e. 1 33 

Aceh. s:Jm 'wrap' 
PC *s:Jm 
Old Khmer sum 'to wind, roll, wrap up' 

Aceh. lcu:Jn 'yard' 
Khmer /diilaan/, /lan/ 'flat open area, square, 
yard' 
e. 98 

Aceh. scumcuI]cup 'yawn' 
PC *h:J?aap 
PMK * s?aap, * sI]?aap, not all MK sub
groups have medial nasal 

Summary of rejected comparisons from Cowan (1948): 

Phonological correspondence(s) defective: 5, 1 2, 13, 2 1 , 25, 26, 30, 37, 43, 54, 57, 62, 70, 
89, 93, 96, 1 00, 1 05, 106, 1 08, 1 1 9, 1 25, 1 27, 1 34, 135, 143 
Semantic comparison unconvincing: 103, 1 1 3 
An. or Malay: 8, 27, 65, 132  
Indic: 1 20 
Expressive/sound symbolic: 63, 82, 83, 1 1 5 
No resemblant forms found beside obvious loans into Bahnaric: 49, 50, 58" 76, 78, 79, 95, 
1 12, 1 4 1  
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Appendix 2: Basic vocabulary of Acehnese, Proto-Chamic, Proto-Malayic, 1 83 items. 

Sematic Acehnese P-Chamic P-Malayic Commentary 
above/on top ?atw:Jh * ?ataas *atas All < PAN *Ca?as 

ashamed male:J *mai:Jw *malu All < Malayo-Chamic etymon 
ashes abe:J *hab:Jw *habu All < PAN * qabtJH 

at di *di * di All < PMP * dl; although the failure to 
diphthongise in Aceh.-Charnic is odd. 

back (anat.) rU:Jg *r:Jg * bA lakag Aceh-Chamic replaced by MK, Cf. 
Bahnar f:Jg, Khmu kndr:J:JIJ. Note: 
Bahnaric may have back-borrowed from 
Chamic, the original MK form retained 
in West Bahnaric * kf:Jg 'back of knife 
blade' 

bad jwhwt *phaat *jah:Jt All < PMP * zaqat 

belly/guts pru:Jt *pruac *p:Jrut Metathesis in Aceh-Chamic 

below baroh * ?ala * babah Aceh corresponds to Than baruh and 
Maningkabau baru' h; Chamc obscure 

big raja, raJ�? *raja * raja All < PAN *Raja 

bird cicem *cim *bUfUg Aceh-Chamic borrowed < MK *cim 

bite kap *ke? *gigit Aceh < MK *kap; Charnic form obscure 
black ?itam *hitam *hit:Jm All < PAN * qitem 

blood darah *darah *darah All < PAN * dtiRaq 

blow jop * ?ajup * t/iup All < PAN *Silip 

bone tulw:Jg * tulag * tulag All < PHF *CuqelaN 

branch dhw:JJ1 *dhaan *dahan All < PMP * daqan 

breast tep' de? *tas:Jw * susu(� Aceh. < Malay tetek Chamic shares 
initial stop with Than tuSII 

breathe naphiih *J1awa *J1a wa Aceh. < Malay napas < Arabic; Malayo-
Charnic < PMP *j1a wa 

bum t:Jt *6:Jg * bakar All three apparently innovated; Cf. 
OKhmer tut ( d:J/) 'bnller' 

buy bi:J:J *blej *b:Jli All < PAN * belf 

chew mamAh *mamah *mamah All < PMP * mamaq 

child ?anw? * ?anaak *anak All < PAN * aN ak, widely borrowed (via 
Malay?) in SEAsia 

choose pileh * ruah *pIiih Aceh. & Malayic < PAN 
* pf liq, Chamic borrowed from MK, Cf. 
Khmer rrh, Stieng f:J:Jjh, although the 
Chamic vocalism is not explained 

claw/nail guke:J *kubw kukJ'lalay All < PAN * kuS+ kliS 

climb ?e? *di? *nalk All < PMP * nahlk 

cloud a wan *11ua/ * a(bw)alJ Aceh. borrowed Malay a walJ, Charnic 
obscure 

cold sljll:Jk, lWPl� *la?:Jn * digilJ Aceh. borrowed Malay sejllk, other 
Malayic < PMP * dig+ dig; Charnic 
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obscure 

come/arrive troh * truh * dat;}l] Aceh-Chamic etymon is shared with 
North+Central Bahnaric, source 
unknown. 

cook tagum * tanak * tanak all < PHF *taNek , assuming that Aceh. 
shows metathesis 

count b}iw;}l] *jaap * hitul] Aceh. < PHF * bfial]; Chamic < PHF 
* Hiap; Malayic < PAN * q}�(n) tul] 

cry/weep kii?, m:J;} * c:Jk * tal]is Malayic < PAN *Cal]is, Aceh. & 
Chamic forms obscure 

cut/hack tektek * tarah * t;}t;}k, * taRas Aceh. & Malayic < PAN 
* tek+ tek, Chamic & Malayic < PAN 
* taRaq 

day/still Jur:J;} *hurej *hari All < PAN * waRiH 

die mate *mataj * mati All < PAN *maC6j 

dig ku;}h * kalej * kali Chamic & Malay < PAN * kabh, Aceh. 
appears to have borrowed from MK, Cf. 
Bahnar kwa;h ' dig up, scratch arolmd 
for' 

dirty kut:J, tib;}h, * ch;}p, * kamahl Aceh. kut:J from Malay kotor, but other 
milutel] *grit * kumuh forms obscure. 

dog laSe;} * ?as:Jw *asuJ All < PAN * as u, with semantic shift > 
'canine' in Malay 

dream lump:J;} *Iumpej * m1impil All < PMP * nip}; note the Aceh-Chamic 
* impi shift *n- > *1-

drink (water) minom *minum * inum All < PMP * inum 

dry kral], tho * ral], * thu * k;}ril] All < MP doublet * kaRal]/* kaRil], plus 
Aceh-Chamic has innovated * thu -
origin obscure 

dulllblunt tumpoj * ?abual * tumpul Aceh. & Malayic < PAN * dumpt pel , 
Chamic obscure 

dust dho;; ?abe;} *dhuaJ/r * d;}bu Aceh. + Malayic < PMP * debu; but 
* dhuaJ/r (more probably *dhuJ) is 
obscure 

ear gwlljlll;}l] * t;}lil]a * tA lil]a('l) All < PHF * tal]f la 

earth/soil tamh * tanah * tanah All < PMP * tanaq or * taneq 

eat makw;}n * 6;}l] * ma/kan Aceh. & Malayic < PAN *kan, Chamic 
obscure 

egg b:Jh * b:Jh * t;Jlur Aceh-Chamic replaced PAN 
* teltiR 'egg' - Thurgood suggests * b:Jh 
< PAN * buaq 'fruit', although the 
vocalism is problematic 

eye mata *mata * mata All < PAN * maCa 

fall down r/};}t * labuh * labuh Chamic & Malayic < PMP * ka-nabuq, 
Aceh. obscure 

far/distant jll/?oh * cf:Jh *jauh Aceh. & Malayic < PMP *Zauq, 
Chamic obscure 
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fat, grease gapah * I;}ma? * /;}m;}k Chamic + Malayic < PMP * lemak; 
Aceh. obscure 

father ?ajah, jah, ?a * ?ama * apa(?) Aceh. forms all secondary; Chamic < 
bu, du, abi PAN * ama, Malayic < PHN * bapa? 

fear, afraid takot *huac * takllt Aceh. + Malay(ic) < *PAN * takut, 
Chamic obscure 

feather bu/e;} * buhw * bulu All < PMP * Mlu 

flre ?apuj * ?apuj *api All < PAN *Sapuj 

flsh (n.) ?wgkot * ?lkaan *lkan Chamic & Malayic < PAN *Si-ki?en; 
Aceh. obscure 

flow ?ile * dilac *alir Aceh. & Malayic < PMP * a+ hR, 
although Aceh. may have borrowed 
Minangkabau iii' ; Chamic obscure 

flower bUJpg * buga * buga(?) All < PMP * Mgah 

fly (v.) phA, PA *p;}r * tAI(:J) bag Aceh-Chamic has borrowed < MK, Cf. 
PMK *par 

foot/leg gaki * kakaj *kaki Aceh. has borrowed directly from 
Malay(ic). 

forest ?utw;}n *hutaan *hutan All < PMP *qutan 

four PW;}t *paat *;}mpat All < PAN *Se(m)pit 

full (sated) pwn:;h, tr:;;} * trej penuljfalay Aceh. & Malay < PMP *penuq, + Aceh-
Chamic innovated 

give bn� jok * brej * b;}ri? Chamic & Malayic < PAN * beRiJ� 
Aceh. has borrowed Malay beri & an 
MK form, Cf. Khmer fJ:Jk 'take' 

good gAt, get * bia?, * balk Aceh. + Cham < Khmer g:;tI k:;t/ 
g:Jfham 

grass nalw;}g *r;}k *rllmpllt All show independent innovation 
green ?ijo *hija w *hija w All < Malayo-Chamic etymon 
grow timoh * tamuh * t/um/buh All < PAN *C u(m) buq 

hair (of head) ?ok * 611k * bllfJ(u;})k All < PAN * buSek 

hand jar:;;} * lagaan * lagan Cf. Malay jari 'flnger'. Acehnese shares 
with Than the semantic shift 'flnger' > 
'hand', using the compound ?anikjar:;;} 
'child hand' for 'flnger'. Chamic 
*cadial) 'fmger' borrowed from 
lmknOwn source. 

he/she jih *J1U *ia Chamic correspondes to Minangkabau 
if1o; Malayic < PAN * sia; Aceh. shows 
a variety of forms 

head ?ule;} * Jab? kepali'fO oy Aceh. regularly < PMP *quluH; Malay 
< ludic; Chamic < MK, Cf. Mon k:;? 
'neck' 

hear dWl]A, Iwg/!; *h;}m;}? * d;}g;}r Aceh. + MaJayic < PMP *dJ� geR, 
sima? ' listen although Cf. PMK * [td Ipr, e.g. Viet. 
attentively' nghe 'to hear', RiangLawa -(;}kl]ar 'to 

listen';  The Aceh-Chamic 
sima ?I* h;}m;} ? etymon is obscure. 
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heavy ghim, brat * traap * b;)rat Aceh. * Malayic < PMP * beR'lat.. other 
Aceh. and Chamic obscure 

hit/slap tampa *pah tampa/lalay Aceh. < Malay; Chamic < MK, Cf. 
Khmer pah 'hit' 

strikelbeat p:Jh, peh *p:Jh * pukul, Aceh. & Chamic < MK, Cf. Khmer pah 
*palu? 'hit', poh 'hammer', puh 'hit with 

stick', Mon peh ' kick (of horse)' , k:Jp:Jh 
'hit with hand' 

hold nugam, mat * ?.taa?, *p;)gaI) Aceh. < PAN * gem + gem, Chamic & 
* ?apan Malayic obscure although MK forms 

such as OldMon bgan 'to yoke, take 
hold of are suggestive 

hom IUI)ke;) * tuki tandukMalay Ache-Chamic has borrowed from MK, 

the etymon is found in Bahnaric & 
Katuic, Cf. Balmar ?;)kee 

house SW;)I) * saaI) *rumah Malayic < PAN *R umaq, Aceh. & 
Chamic borrowed , Cf. ThailLao saaI) 
'granary, warehouse' 

I ke;) *k:Jw *aku Aceh-Chamic < PAN * ku, Malayic < 
PAN *akb 

inside dalam *dalam *(d-) al;)m All < PAN * d28+ lem 

knee tw?ot, tlI?ot * tu?ut * tu?(U;)) t All < PHF * tUS ud 

know (things) the;) * th:Jw * tahu All < PMP * taqb 

lake dan:J * dana W * dana w All < PAN * dana w  

laugh khem *kla w * tawa? Malayic < PAN * Cawa, Aceh. & 
Chamic forms obscure. 

leaf 'Ion *sula * daun Aceh. & Malayic < PMP * dJ ah un, 
Chamic < MK, Cf. PMK * sla? 

left side WI;) * ?iJw * kA-iril* kiba'l Malayic < PAN * ka-wiRi; Aceh-Chamic 
< MK Cf. Khmu trwe?, Jenai WI?, Mon 
c 'wei (with metathesis in Chamic and > 
Bahnaric). 

lightning kJiat *kataal * kliat Aceh. & Malayic < PHF * ki/;it, Chamic 
is obscure, but could be derived by 
metathesis 

live ?udep *hudip *hudip All contine PAN * qudJip 

liver 'late *hata} *hati All < PAN * qaCej 

louse gute;) *kut:Jw * kutu All < PAN * kUCuH 

man/male lak:J;) * 'lake} * Iaki All < PMP * Jakj 

many I;) *Iu banyak�1a �' Aceh-Chamic obscure 

meat/flesh ?as:J;) * 'laSe} * isi? All contine PAN * S esi (Malayic also 
innovated * dagiI) 

moon bullll;)n *bulaan * bulan All < PAN * bulaN 

mosquito jam:J?, j7am:J? *j7amuk *j7amuk All < PMP *J7amuk 

mother ma?, ma * me? * (;)) mar?) Aceh. corresponds to Malayic, Chamic 
resemble munerous MK forms 
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suggesting PMK * mee? 

mountain gun:JI], *C;)t gunungl1alay Cf. Khmer cot 'escape' ;  Aceh. gun:JI] < 
c:JticAt Malay 

mouth babah * babah *mulut Aceh-Chamic < PMP * baqbaq 

name nan * ?anan (Malay Aceh-Chamic etymon obscure, 
nama < Skt.) borrowed into Bahnaric, Cf. Bahnar 

?;)nan 

narrow ?ubitl?ubwt *ganiat *s;)mpit Aceh. and Malayic may reflect 
independent varients of PMP * kapit, 
Chamic obscure 

near t:J:-J, rap *je? * d:-Jk:-Jk All show independent developments 

neck taku;) * takuaj * hh:-Jr Aceh-Chamic resembles PMK * kuuj 
'head' 

needle jarom *jaFllm *jarum All < PAN *ZaRum 

new baro * bahr:Jw * baharu? All < PAN * baq(e)RuH 

night malam *malam *ma-/qhe)m All < Malayo-Chamic etymon 

nose ?idoI] * ?idulJ * hiduI] All < PAN * i+ JUI] 

not h?an, tan *6uh. . .  ?:Jh *-da? All show independent developments 

old (person) tuha *klap * tuha(?) Aceh. & Malayic < PAN * tuq8S; 
Chamic obscur 

one sa *sa *;)sa? All < PAN *sa 

open/uncover pwhah *p:-Jh * buka? Chamic < MK, Cf. Bahnar p:Jh, Palaung 
pwh, Aceh. Cf. Viet. ha?; Malayic < 
PMP * buka? 

other bulvw * buk;)n * buk;)n All < Malayo-Chamic etymon 

personihlunan ?urw;)I] * waaI] * ural) All < Malayo-Charnic etymon 

rain ?ujw;)n * hUJ8an *hujan All < PAN * quZiiN 

rat tlkoh * f1kus * f1kus This Malayo-Chamic etymon resembles 
MK words for 'porcupine' ,  e.g. PWaic 
* I)kos, PSemai * kuuS; also borrowed 
into Moken as koh 'porcupine' 

red mirah *mabirah *(ma-) irah All < PMP * ma+ iRaq 

right side ?umun * hanua? * klanan Aceh. corresponds to Malayic. Charnic 
is obscure, but is perhaps an infixed 
reflex of the same etymon as 
Minangkabau suo? 'right side' 

road/path jalan *jalaan *jalan Aceh. < Malay(ic) (otherwise jali;)n 
expected) 

root ?ukhw:-J * ?ugbaar *akar Aceh-Chamic < PMP * wakaR (note 
influence of * won minor-syllable 
vocalism), Malayic < PMP * akaR 

rope/string tai:J;) * talej * tali All < PAN *Calfs 

rotten bro? * bru? * busuk Aceh-Chamic < PAN * buR uk, Malayic 
< PMP * busuk 

salt sira *sira *sira, All < PAN * qasiRa, plus some 
garamlfalay replacement with gar am in Malay and 

others 
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sand ?an:J;) * cuah *pasir Aceh. < *p AN * qenaj; Chamic & 
Malayic independently innovated 

say/speak mwtuto * Iac * tutur Aceh. corresponds to Malayic; Chamic 
etymon obscure 

scratch (itch) krut *kabac * garut, Aceh. & Malayic < PMP * ka+ R ud; 
* garuk Highlands Chamic borrowed from 

Bahnaric, Cf. Bahnar k;)baj?, infIXed 
PMK *kaac 

sea/ocean laot * tasi? * tasik Malayo-Chamic < PMP * taslk, Aceh. 
borrowed Malay laut 

see kalAn, l)iel), * Buh * !Jhat Aceh. forms obscure; Chamic > Bahnar 
?w Boh. Cf. also OldMon /t;)m6ah/ 'to 

appear' 

sew c:JP *jahit *jahit Chamic & Malayic < PMP * zaqit, 
Aceh. obscure 

sharp tajam *halua? * taj:1m Aceh. & Malayic < PMP * tazfm, 
Chamic obscure 

shoot (arrow) panah 'arrow ' *panah *panah All < PAN * panaq 

shoulder baho * bara (PAN Aceh. < Malay bahu 
* qaMRaH) 

sick saket *sakit * sakit All < PMP *sakft 

sit du;)? * d:J:Jk * duduk All < PMP *d2uk+d2uk, note: Aceh. 
resembles Minangkabau dudu;)?, 
Chamic vowel quality is not explained 

skin kulet * kulit * kulit All < PAN * ktfliC 

sky lal)£{ * lal)it * lal)it All < PAN * ial)it 

sleep/lie down ?eh * dih * tidur Aceh-Chamic < PMP * hideRaq 'lie 
down'; Malayic < PAN *fid2ur 'to sleep' 

small ?ubwt, ?ubit, * dVt * k;)cil, * k;)tJk Aceh. & Chamic forms obscure 
cut 

smoke ?asap * asap * as:1p All < Malayo-Chamic the etymon 

snake ?ulw;) * ?ular * ul;)r All < PAN * ulaR 

sniff, smell com * cum ciumMalay Malayo-Chamic etymon of obscure 
origin, also borrowed into North & 
Central Bahnaric 

spider rambidw;)n * waj * /a wa?, Aceh. appears to correspond, at least 
* /aba(7) partially, to Than ;)mp;)/a wa?, Highlands 

Chamic has borrowed a word meaning 
'turn' (> 'spin (web)' Cf. Bahnar waaj 
'roll up, tum' 

spit ludah, rudah * kacua, * /udah Aceh. borrowed < Malay; Malayic < 
* kacuh PMP * luZaq; Chamic < MK, Cf. Khmu 

kjUh. Bahnar kS:Jh 

split (v.t.) plah * blah * b;}/ah All < PAN * be+- laq 

squeeze jwpat/jupat, *kapit, * p;}r;}s, * p;}rah Aceh. and Malayic < PMP * peRaq, 
prah * cupa/et while Aceh-Chamic has borrowed a 

prefIXed from of PMK * pat 

stab t:JP *kl;}p * tik;}m, Aceh. and Chamic have independently 
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* tusuk borrowed from MK while Malayic < AN 
etyma 

stand/stay dA1) * d::J1) * diri Malayic < PMP *d2iRi; Aceh-Chamic 
resembles Viet. dung, 'be standing, to 
set' but initial voicing is problematic, an 
alternative comparison is PMK * dUl] 
'house' 

stand up bwd::Jh * taguu? bangunMaay ? 

star bintal] * bitu? * binta1) Chamic < PAN * bi-(n) tuqen, while 
Aceh. has borrowed the Malayic varient 
with final velar nasal 

steal puplw1), eU::J * kle? * mali1) Aceh. puplwI) relates to Malayic. but 
ell::J is obscure, as is Charnic * kl£? 

stick (wood) kaj£::J 'wood' * kaj:Jw 'tre * kaju? All < PAN *k8juH 
e, wood' 

stone bat£::J * bat:Jw * batu All < PAN *batli 

suck, sip hirop, pl::Jp * sarip, * hiRupMP, Aceh. pl::Jp plausibly < Malayic 
* mam * hi(1)) s::Jp * hi( 1)) s::JP, Chamic * mam is clearly a 

nursery word 

swell barah * barah barah�1alay All < PMP * baReq 
(abscess) 

swim la1)u::J * luaj * (mb)A-r::Jna1) Aceh. < PHF * la1)u}: Chamic is 
replaced by MK 

tail ?iku * ?iku * lkur All < PAN * ikuR 

that (far) flan, nan * ?anan * (i) na(n) , All < PAN *i-na? 
* (a) na(?) 

thick twbaj * kapaal * t::Jb::J1 Chamic < PMP * kapal: Aceh. & 
MaJayic appear to reflect MK loan, Cf. 
PMK * [t]o::J1 

think plke * safll!J -- Aceh. < Malay pikir < Arabic; Chamic is 
obscure 

this (near) n:J::J * ?ini?, * (i) fl1(?) All < PAN *i-nf 
* im:} 

three Ih£::J * kbw * t::Jlu All < PAN * teiu 

thlUlder gwlantw::J * gr::Jm *guntur Aceh. corresponds to Malayic, plus -/-
infix which MK languages use to 
indicate repeated action; Chamic < MK, 
cr. PMK *gr::Jm[?] 

tie/fasten ?lkat * ?lkat * ?lk::Jt All < PMP *hi+ ket 

tongue dilah, lidai1 * dilai] * dliah All < PHF *d3flaq 'lick', Aceh. also 
shares metathesised reflex with Malay 

tooth gig:J::J *gig£j *gigi All < the Malayo-Chamic etymon 

true b::Jna * bia? * b::Jn::Jr Aceh. & Malayic < PMP * bener, while 
Chamic has merged with * bJa? 'good' 

turn over bale? * bi::Jk * bliuk Aceh-Chamic < PAN * balfk 'turn 
around' 

two duwa * dua * dua(?) All < PAN * d; uSa 
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vomit muntah *patah *mlu(n) tah Aceh. < Malay; Aceh-Chamic < PAN 
* utaq+ m 

walk/go gaki *labaat, * ((mb)Ar)J81a1J Aceh. borrowed Malay kaki 
*naw 

warm sw?u;}m -- *panas Aceh. < MK, Cf. Khmer s?;)m 'warm' ; 
Malayic < PMP * panas 

water ?i;) * ?iar * air All < PMP * wahlR 

we (excI.) kam;);} *kamEj *kami All < PAN * kamf 

wet basah *basah * basah All < PMP * basaq 

what? PW;}, PU;} *hagEt *apa Aceh. & Malayic < PMP * apa, Chamic 
obscure 

white puteh *puflh *putlh All < PAN * putfq 

who? S;);} *SEj * sal; * sl�apa All < PMP * I�sai 

wind ?a1JEn * ?a1Jin * ?a1Jin All < PMP * M1Jin 

wing sajw;}p *sajaap *sajap All < PHN * sajap 

woman/female bin;);} *kumEj * bini Aceh. & Malayic < PMP * ba- b(in)8JlJ; 
Chamic obscure 

work, do bu;}t * buat, *buat All < PAN * buhat, Chamic 
* brua? * brua? borrowed into some Katuic & 

Bahnaric langs., but origin obscure, 
possibly secondary from * buat 

worm ?ulat *hulat * hul;}t All < PAN * qlilej 

yawn swmw1Jwp *h;}?aap * uap Aceh-Chamic < MK, Cf. Khmer 
s1Jaap, Bahnar k;}?aap; Malayic < PAN 
*Suab 

year thon *thun * tahun All < PMP * taqlin 

yellow kUnE1J, kUj1Et *kuj1it *kunit, Malayic forms indicate * k uni1J yet 
'tumeric' kuningl1a/a} ' Adelaar reconstructs * k unitfrom PMP 

* kunlj. Both are found in Aceh. 

you (pI.) kah *hfi *kamll(?) Malayic < PAN * kamu, Chamic < 
MK(?), Aceh. obscure 

you (sg.) gata, kah *Ih *kall Malayic < PAN * I� kaS U, Chamicl Aceh.? 
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